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REPORT OF THE !IHnU) MEETING BETWEEN

OHE TRANS^AFRK^N HIGHWAY BU2EAU

AND BOTSTRliLIZED COUNTRIES
Addis-Ababa, 6-8 November 1974

Introduction

1, The third meeting between the Trans-rAfrioan Highway Bureau and industrialized
countries was held at Addis Ababa from 6 to 3 November 1974.

Attendance

2. The meeting was attended by representatives of the following industrialized
countries and organizations:

(a) Countries; Belgium, Canada, France, Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States of
America.

(>) Organizations; African Development Bank (adb) , International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), European Development Fund (eBF)
and United Nations Development IVogramflie (UNEP),

Opening of the meeting

3. Ike third meeting between the Trans-African Highway Bureau and industrialise*
countries was opened by Mr. Mamadou A, Aw, Deputy Executive Secretary of the
Economic Comaission for Africa, who welched the participants to the meeting on
behalf of the Executive Secretary.

4. He said that the third meeting of industrialize* countries and financing
agencies was called upon to deal both with progress on the Lagoe-Mombasa project
and with two new projeots which had been taking shape sinoe the previous January.
From 9 to 16 January 1974i representatives of the Governments of Senegal, the'
Gambia, Liberia, Togo, Dahomey, Nigeria, Cameroon* Niger, Upper Volta anft Mali
had met in Niamey and decided to initiate two new trans-African links: one from
Dakar to Ndjamena and the other from Nouakchott to Lagos along the Atlantic coast.

5. For each of the two projects a co-ordinating committee had been established,
and the ECA secretariat had teen authorized to co-ordinate the various activities
necessary for carrying out the projects, The fact that encouraging results had

been obtained witn the LagOs-#ombasa project had led the secretariat to expand its
programme.

6. In Kenya, Uganda and Nigeria, the sections of the Trans-African Highway
occupied a first-priority place in natf/nal programmes, and construction or
improvement work was proceeding at a Bqlisfactory pace. In Cameroon, all the
neoeBsary studies were more or less completed, while in the Central African
Republic a few sections had yet to be studied.
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7. The important study of non-phyBical obstacles to international traffic

had bsen completed for tha whole length of the Highway.

3. The draft statutes of the future Trans-African Highway Authority and

those for an African Road Fund had been prepared, and were now being' considered

by the Governments concerned.

9. Kost importantly, the idea of trans—African links was spreading - which

was the main guarantee for success. Nevertheless, there were a few dark clouds

in the sky. As had often been repeated, the Trans—African Highway could live up

to its title only as long as, it was- kept up to all-weather standard forits

entire length. In other words, if only a few kilometres were impassable the

goal was jeopardized. And that was why the current delay in the improvement

work on the Zaire section was becoming a cause for concern. Consequently, he

expressed the hope that the industrialized countries which had kindly made

undertakings for feasibility studies on that section would speed up their

work, especially since it was in that area that most remained to be done.

10. He pointed out the special status of the Dakar-fidjamena road - or Trans-

Sahelian Route - which linked the six countries worst hit by the drought.

There had been a great upsurge of international solidarity from which those

countries had benefited, but while this demonstration of solidarity had made

it possible to provide extremely valuable emergency help and reduced the

impact of the disaster, tjie longr-tenn solution, the rehabilitation of the Sahel,

depended on the implementation of -a coherent development programme.

11. Cii'.oe one of the priority tasks in such a programme was the opening up of

the subregion, the project involving a trans-Sahelian route running from

Cap Vert to Lake .Chad, with feeder roads linking it to the Gulf of Guinea

ports, was of special importance. The usefulness of the project was eo

apparent that there was no need for discussion, and what was required was
spesdj action to carry it out.

12. Concluding his speech, the Deputy Executive Secretary said that because

of the disaster threatening the countries of the Sahel it was not possible

to follow the traditional approach, which involved initiating a series of

studies regarded as a distinct programme in itself. He hoped it would be
possible to draw.up a realistic plan of action containing guarantees for

the construction of this route within a reasonable length of time, so as to

open the door for other decisive efforts - efforts for which there was no

lack of goodwill but merely a hesitation to tackle the vast and complex task
of rehabilitating the Sahel.

Adoption of th: agenda

13. The following agenda was adopted:

1) Opening of the meeting

'2) Adoption of the agenda-.. ■ --. .
3) Organization of the meeting . v

(4) Papers presented by the Trans-African Highway Bureau

(a) Report on the Trans-African Highway;

M Report on the Trans-West African Highway- Dakar-Ndjamena;

0) Report on the Trans-West African Highway - Nouakchott-Lagos.

t ;_"



Discussion

|6j Other matters
,7) Adoption of the report.

Organization of the meeting

1v. The following working,hours were adopted*

Morningj 9.30 a,m. - 12-30 p.m.

Afternoons 3,00 p.m. - 5.3O p.m.

Papers presented fry the Trans^African Highway Bureau

13. A representative of the Trans-African Highway Bureau introduced a Status

Report on Trans-African Highways (TRAtfS/lHF/8) and drew attention to the
sections of the various highways requiring. Improvement (see Annex).

16. in addition to that report, the following ten documenta had toen made
available at the meeting:

(i) Report of the Trans-African Highway Co-ordinating Committee on its
fourth meeting (s/CN.14/622 - S/CNf14/TRAHS/114) 1

(ii) Trans-rAfrican Highway - Progress Report

(iii) Feeder links to the Trans-^Afrioan Highway! five-year work progr
(^CK1/TRAKS/1Q8)

(iv) Report of the first meeting on the Trans-Vest African Highway - Dalcar-
LagOB (l3/CN.U/lBANS/iO5)i

(v) Report of the first meeting on the Trans-west African Highway—
Dakar-Ndjamena (E/CK.1 V™fflS/iO4);

(vi) O?rans«tfest African Highway Network? 1 - Dakar-Port hmayi 2 -
(E/Clff. 1 ^./TRANS/100);

(vii) Feeder links from Gabon, Equatorial Guinea and the Congo to the
Afrioan Highway (B/CK. 14/^ANS/99) j

(viii) Feeder links from Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Malawi and
Zambia to the Trans-Afrioan Highway (E/C»* 14/TRANS/95};

(ix) Feeder link from Rwanda and Burundi to the Trans-African Highway
(e/cn.1 :j/trans/9i)

(x) Feeder links from Ohad to the Trans-African Highway

Pisgussion

17. The representative of the Trans-African Highway Bureau reported on the
current status of the various highways. During the discussion that ensued,

representativea of the industrialized countries and organisations made the
following points:



(a) Trails-African Highway (Mpm,basa-Lagos)

ffrance

1 -. The French Government had begun feasibility studies on the Garoua-Boulai-'

Baoro and Baoro-Bossembele' sections in the Central African. Republic simultaneously.

The draft report would be available in January 1975.

Belgium

15- The representative of Belgium announced that tenders had been sought for

feasibility studies on the Kasindi-Kisangani section in SaTre, and that bids ;

had already been received from consultants. The bids were due to be opened

and examined during the current month, and the consultant would be selected

immediately thereafter. It was thought that the studies could begin in January

1975.

African Development Bank .

20. The representative of ABB said that proposals for the study of the Bamenda-

Skok section in Cameroon had been received and that the Bank was in the process

of selecting a consulting firm.

Federal Republic Germany

21. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany stated that two

alternative routes for the Foumban-Tibati section had been studied and the

results subnitted to the Government of Cameroon for consideration early in. 1974, th-

had been a delay of about six months in making the selection, but the Government

of Cameroon had now chosen the route which was longer by 80 km.

22. It was expected that the feasibility study of the Foumban—Tibati section

(336 fco) would be completed ty the end of December 1974.
* a

23. He pointed out that the Government of Cameroon had not mentioned the project

to the Federal Republic of Germany during a recent meeting held to discuss

eight future projects. It was understood that no particular priority was being

attached to the project at present by the Government of Cameroon, and therefore
no further action had been considered.

2,. The feasibility study of the^Txbopo Bridge, atnKisangani,woul-d.^be. oompleted by

January 1975. Consideration would then be given to financing the engineering

design and the construction work.

25. The representative of Italy confirmed that the study of the Tibati-«eidougou

section in Cameroon had been carried out with financing from the Italian Government.

The construction of that section was well advanced, and should be completed in
1... or 15 months. '

26. The engineering study of the Meidougou-Garoua-Boulai section was well advanced
and should be completed in the near future.



European Development Fund

27.. The representative of EDP said tfcat construction of the Sibut-Damara section
in the Central African Republic was underway, and was expected to be completed
m 1976. He was not in possession of any new information concerning the financing
ox the Bangassou-Bambari section (354 ion).

23. In Cameroon, the construction of the Bafoussam-Bamenda section had commence*
in early 1974. Parallel to the construction work, an attempt was being made to
upgrade the original projects.

29. The representative of Japan said that the first phase of the feasibility
study covering the Kisangani-Bangaesou section in Zaire had been carried out
between December 1973 and March 1974 and that the second phase, involving
economic and engineering studies, was now underwway.

Secretariat
< ——. _ ■

30. The Deputy Executive Secretary aaid that studies were progressing normally
in Cameroon and the Central African Republic and to a certain extent in Zaire-
however, it should always be borne in mind that the work suggested in them '
should be undertaken relatively quickly since too great a time lag between the
completion of the studies and the adoption of decisions required for construction
would mean that the studies would become outmoded, : He -appealed to the industrialized
countries to assist in the financing of the work recommended in the studies carried
out on the various sections,

31. He laid particular emphasis on the situation in Zaire, where the least
practicable section of the Highway was located and the longest delays had
occurred. He hoped that the Belgian Government would increase the technical
resources it was providing so as to reduce the time required to carry out
the studies. ■

Feeder roads to the Trans-African Highway

European Development Fund

32. The representative of EDP stated that the study of the section in -Camero
from Gidjiba to the Chad frontier would be completed during the current year.

33. The study of the Yaounde-Bafoussam section in Cameroon was exported to
start in 1975, ^

3,. He announced that the study of the Goluin-Gelib (301 km) in Somalia had
been completed. ' *^*"-«* a«a

international Bank for Reconstruction and Development

3£. The^repreeentative ofj&D informed the meeting that in Malawi a feasibility

by UNDP ; IBRD h^ acted as the eXeculing agency. UNDP was financing the final
tT^u I** Lilongwe-Kasungu section, whose construction would be financed t>r
IDA. The final engineering study of the Mchinji-Lilongwe section was i
completion under financing by USAID, which would also finance the
that section. •*'
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Federal Republic of Germany

36. The representative of the Federal Sepublic of Germany stated that, with
regard to the Port de Kalundu-Uvira-Bulcap-Goma section (346 km) in litre
a feasibility study of the Port de Kalun&u-Bukavu was nearing completion,
and that a study of the Bukavu-Goma section would start early in 1975.

Bv-ropean Development Fund

37. The representative of EDP mentioned that the final engineering study of
the Oomar-Hwindi section (130 km) had commenced in April 1974 with financing

(c) pakar-Kd.jamena Highway

Development jgund

30. The EEP representative said that the European Economic Community attached
much importance to the Dakar-fldjamena Highway and that £* had been providing
assistance to some of the associate members of the Community, such as

s^ctioToi■£?■ nl*"*l*$ ?* ^at aPP^^-tely 70 per cent of the
section of this Highway had been financed by EDF.

™". -"^V"*1"**"* Btudy °f *e Kiffa^feaa section in Mauritania, financed by
Wfc, had almost been completed. KDP would consider financing the construction
of that section too,provided it was given priority by the Government of Mauritania.

Federal Republic of Germany

& tVPTVI °f thS Pederal Re^hlio <* G«™«°y stated that agreement
had been reached as to the financing of the feasibility study and engineering
design (2 phases) of the Hounde-SatooincS section (192 to), iaupper VoltT
Si fUL iJlf!"MfJbld been 8St ou* M Upper Volta, and it was expected
that a consultant would be selected before the end of toe year Bo that the
study could commence early in 1975.

ffrance

^ of France confined the interest of the French authorities

??PPOTa the ^^ n6tW0rk ^ West Afri«» and stressed neel
-™ ^^^ ed the interest of the French authori

^tn ^ ??PPOTa the ^^ n6tW0rk ^ West Afri«» and stressed n
olved! C°^PeratlOn and oo-°**«ttion in implementing the studies and w^rkEvolved

^11^ uiS de^f*i011 was not ^ a position to make any firm and final
E£E? • h\sfd' the Prench authorities were interested in the Sahelian
branch running between Dakar and Ndjamena. Moreover, in connexion with a
recruest made by 1JCA, they were particularly interested in the road junction

fOlle ^ J^.** NiOr° dU Sahel' ^ere the roads from Aioun el Itrous,
Kas-ea and Kolokani met. The roads involved, were located in Mali and Mauritania,
in the area hardest hit by the drought, anywhere access was difficult.
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43 • Accordingly, the French authorities were considering the possibility of

participating in a feasibility study on the Nioro junction comparable to the

one under way on the Bossembe*le"-Baoro-Garoua Boulai section '.of the tiombaaa-

Lagos Trans—African Highway. However, the study envisaged, which covered

over 800 kilometres and was therefore very important, could be planned only

in co-operation with other sources of aid, and close co-ordination would

be vital in order to ensure consistent results.

4.J.. The French authorities were prepared to enter into negotiations with

other sources of aid concerning the planned operation, which was fairly

simple in design in that it required only a small number of participants,

all of whom would be involved in it from the beginning. It. was also limited

in its objectives, its purpose being to prepare a file co'htaining" all^ne

information necessary to allow the financing agencies 1p take a decision as

to the possibility of financing the final studies and the road work, ;

United Kingdom ._ - . .

45* The representative of the United Kingdom said it appeared that the moat

urgent requirement of the Trans-West African Highway network was tha$ it

should provide the lanet-locked Sahelian countries with easier and more" diversified

access to ports and to markets in the better-off coastal states, $e therefore

welcomed the emphasis that the Bureau was placing, on a coherent development

programme for the Sahelian area,

|6. He noted with approval the French proposal to open up the Nioro du Sahel

region by means of a dependable transport system. His Government w<?uld look

into the matter with sympathetic urgency and would consider the possibility

of co-operating with other interested parties.

Federal Republic of Germany

47. The Federal Gennan Government had already carried out an.overall study

of the needs of the region under consideration, including its transport

requirements. His Government would consider joining with other interested

parties in undertaking a study of the kind suggested by the French representative

for the development of the Nioro du Sahel region,

Italy

4u. Although the Italian Government understood the importance of the Trans-

African Highway project, it was a little overwhelmed by its magnitude. As

a demonstration of its goodwill, the Italian Government intended to add to

its effort in the Chad-Cameroon area with a contribution which would assist

both the Dakar-tfdjamena road and the link to, the Trans-African Ijighway to .

the south. He was referring to the possibility that Italian technical oo-

operation might consider financing the engineering studies required in

connexion with the bridge over the- River Chari between Fort Foureau and

Ndjamena, provided, of course, that the countries concerned agreed and

that the financing needed to complete the work on. the. bridge became available

within a reasonable, time. ..'..,,.-■
..V-
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49. The aways and means of carrying cut the studies could be discussed
later on; however, once the basic data had been determined, it might be
useful to pool ideas with a view to finding a solution which would be
both functional and economic.

50. With regard to the French statement concerning a study of the tfioro

du Sahel junction, which might be carried out in co-operation with other
countries and agencies, Italy was prepared to consider with other countries
possible co-operation for such a study.

African Development Bank

51. The representative of African Development Bank said that the Bank was
interested in and had carried out a considerable amount of work on the
Ghari River Bridge. The Bank's position as well as any information on the
project would be communicated to the Trans-African Higjiway Bureau, as soon
as possible.

European Development Fund

52* At the recpiest of the secretariat, the EDF representative set out the
position of EDF with regard to the study of roads in the Nioro du Sahel
region.

53. The terra of the third EDF convention would be completed ty the end

of January 1975, At present almost all ELP's remaining resources had been
reserved for projects already presented to EDF by the. associated countries.

5 ■- Negotiations for the fourth EDF convention were progressing, but had not

yet been completed. However, it seemed likely that the procedure previously
followed for development projects financed by EDF would be maintained for
the fourth convention, i.e. the associated countreis themselves would present
to EDF the projects as well as the order of priority given by the respective
governments in connexion with their financing hy EDP. Subsequently the detailed

programme of projects would be negotiated in accordance with the convention.

55. When a road project was presented Tpy one of the associated countries

in order to obtain EDF financing, it counted as a positive argument if the
project was of interest to two or several countries in the area of the project.
If, in addition, the road project represented part ofthe Trans-African Highway
network, the request would be loockedupon even more favourably.

56. As would be understood from the above remarks, EDF was able to consider
the present meeting only as of an informative and preparatory, character.

However, it was hoped that the conclusions reached at the meeting would

represent valuable guidelines for the countries concerned in programming
their future national road networks.

57 • He assured those present that there had been no dimunition of EDF's great

interest, expressed at previous meetings* in the construction;of roads in
Africa - particularly all-weather roads linking African countries together.
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International Bank for Reconstructicft and Development

58. The 3SRB representative caid thafi, at the request of Mali, UHDP was
considering financing an economic and engineering study of the Kayes—

Bamako section. IBRD was expected to be the executing agency, but no

formal request had yet been received from UNDP. . . . , . ■

France ■

59. The French representative noted that the various statements made during

the meeting had significantly modified the circumstances in which the French
authorities had planned to make their contribution.

60. Firstly, it had become apparent that UNDP was on the point of concluding
a convention with Mali for.the financing of feasibility studies and, if

appropriate, engineering studies on the two southern arteries leading to

the road junction (Etoile routiere) at Nioro du Sahel (Kolokani-Nioro du

Sahel-Kayes). In addition, some aspects of the operation needed to be made
more precise and brought up to date.

61. Secondly, ECA*s objectives appeared to be orientated much more towards
total programming of the Nioro du Sahel junction (economic studies, engineering
studies, construction) - seeking from the outset assistance which might eventually
be merged to make it possible to carry out the entire project - than simply to the
implementation of economic studies as a first stage,

62. It thus appeared that the operation was insufficiently well defined, and
had a more complex structure and more ambitious aims than that which the French
authorities had originally envisaged.

63. Consequently, the French delegation felt obliged to state explicitly that
it reserved the position of the French authorities whioh wouldr in the light
of the clarifications it might obtain concerning the various aspects of the
operation and the intentions of the other sources of aid, decide upon their
position and notify it to ECA as soon as possible.

Secretariat

64. The secretariat felt that, in view of th urgent need for a Trans-Sahelian
roadj representatives of France, the Federal Republic of Germany; Italy and
the Waited Kingdom should meet first to determine the kind of contribution
each Government would be prepared to make towards the study. Afterwards
a second meeting could be convened by ECA to establish a plan of operation

covering all phaaeB of the studies needed to lay the groundwork for the actual
construction. The second nesting could be attended by representatives of EEF,
UNDP and the World Bank in addition to representatives of the four countries.

d) Nouakchott-Lagos Highway

Federal Republic of .Germany e

65.. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany stated that the
engineering study x*f the Freetown^Waterloo section (27 km) in Sierra Leone
had been completed. A con-tractor had already been chosen, and ooaaiimstitti
work would begin in spring 1975.
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66, In Dahomey, the feasibility study of the bridge e.t Porto Novo and the

adjoining section of the road (25 kn) leading towards the Nigeria border
would start in early 1975. "*

African Development Bank ,

67. The representative of the ADP said that the Bank was financing construction

of the Mano River Bridge on the Liberia/sierra Leone frontier as well as laterite
surfacing of the road sections approaching the Bridge in both countries. Construe- j

tion was already under way. |

66. ADB was also financing feasibility and engineering studies of the Monrovia- I

J Kle section in Liberia. The feasibility study had been completed, and the

final engineering design was already under way, The Bank would consider

financing construction on completion of the studies.

69. AEB was financing also feasibility and engineering studies of the Accra—

Abidjan Highway. Feasibility studies had been completed, and the final

engineering design was already under way. ADB would consider financing the

construction work when the engineering studies were completed.

70. The Bank was in the final stages of financing construction of the Cotonou

Bridge in Dahomey.

Sweeden

71. The representative of Sweden stated that his Government would consider

assistance for the improvement of the Nouakchott-Lagos Highway section in

Guinea-Bissau if that country included the road in its list of priority projects.

(e) Feeder roads to Trans-West African Highways

European Development Fund ' j

72. The representative of EDF recalled that EBF was financing a study of ■

improvement work needed on the Savalou-Porga section in Dahomey.

73. With regard to the Lome-Koupe'la feeder link, EDF1 was financing work on ;

the section in Upper Volta, which was. now under way. It was expected that '

the entire feeder link would be completed by 1978.

74* In Mauritania, KQF had financed an engineering study of the Kiffa-lfema

section, which was now almost completed. EDF would consider financing the

construction of that section depending on the priority allotted to it by

the Government of Mauritania.

African Development Bank ' '

75* The ADB representative said that ADB was considering financing some

1 200 km of roads in Mali, Upper Volta, Niger and Senegal as well ae a

road maintenance programme in Mauritania. It would give favourable coneidera- ■

tion to feeder roads which were part of the road system if it received formal .,::.

request from the Governments conoerned. ■■'
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Federal Bepuolic of Germany

76. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany stated that the

engineering design of the Wouakchott-Boutilimit section (145 km) in Mauritania

had been completed in early 1974. For the construction of the first 45O tan of

the Nouakchott-Kiffa section financing had been obtained from other sources,

according to information obtained from Mauritania.

77. The feasibility and engineering study of the Gao-Mopti section (570 Ian)

in Mali, which had been begun in June 1974, was n0K under way and was expected

to be completed by July 1975, Construction work was required over about 220 fas.

However, Mali would be responsible for improving the remaining 35O km, using

its own labour force; the engineering design for that section would be speeded

up so as to enable Mali to start work on the first section by February 1975.

78. Agreement had been reached for the financing of the feasibility study

and engineering design (2 phases) of the Banfora-Ivory Coast frontier section
(74 km) in Upper Volta. The terms of referenoe had been laid down, by Upper Volta,
and a consultant was to be chosen before the end of December 1974*

79* With regard to the Lagos-Kano feeder link, financing for the engineering

design and construction of the bridge across the Niger River was at present

under consideration.

Secretsriat

80. The Deputy Executive Secretary pointed out the importance of harmonizing

traffic rules and regulations, and expressed the hope that a study of the legal

and administrative barriers to travel and trade on the Trans-West African

Highway Ketwork would be conducted, A similar study had already been carried

out on the Mombasa^-Lagos Highway, and its recommendations and proposals were

to be examined by a special meeting of Ministers from the six Trans-African

Highway countries.

United Kingdom

81. The representative of the United Kingdom reaffirmed the continuing interest
of his Government in playing a rOle in assistance to all the Trans-African

Highway projects, and recalled the technical assistance it had already given

to the Bureau,

82. In particular, requests for assistance from the Bureau in their scientific
and technical tasks would receive sympathetic consideration and would be handled

through the Overseas Unit of the Transport and Road Research Laboratory in the

United Kingdom.

83. His Government had recently provided the services of a transport engineer/
economist to the Bureau, who could act as a channel for such assistance.

84. m connexion with the request for a study of non-physical barriers to travel

along the Trans-West African Highway network, his Government was looking forward
with interest to the comments from the Bureau and the six African countries

ooncerned on the recommendations given as a result of the similar study made on

the Lagos-Mombasa route, carried out jointly by the United Kingdom and Preach

t

1
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85. Recalling an earlier informal rftuest at the firstxmeeting of the Tran*-
African Highway Co-ordin&ting Commitrtee for the production of co-ordinated
design standards for the Highway, h* said that in the interim an improved
methodology for deciding standards had emerged from the Transport and Road
Research Laboratory's joint research project with IBRD - the Highway Desicn
Study in Kenya, now completed. s

86. The Overseas Unit of TRRL would shortly be in a position to offer assistaaoe
to the Bureau in applying a computer model to the task of taking decisions on
construction and geometric standards for the Trans-African Highway network,

87. He pointed out that vehicle overloading contributed to road surface-
deterioration. The Overseas Unit had reported to the Bureau a study of
axle-load spectrum and pavement deflections on sections of the Trans-African
Highway in Kenya. Assistance with similar studies which would help with the
design of strengthening overlays could be offered to other African countries
m which sections of the Trans-Afrioan routes needed to be rehabilitated.

United Nations Development Programme

88. The representative of UNDP expressed her organization's interest in
following up progress with the highways.

89. UNDP would be prepared to consider requests for assistance if there
was scope for supplementing the studies which were beiug carried out bv
industrialised countries through feasibility and engineering studies.

90. However, UNDP va* anxious not to duplicate work already being undertaken,
or to compete with the industrialized nations, and would therefore cooperate
and consult closely with EGA in crder to determine to what extent UNDP cSutd
H T feaSlblUty and «*^ering studies of sections of the highway

Secretariat

91. A representative of the Trans-African Highway Bureau announced that the

mm lh!^f +: ^ ***>?>+***>* Trans-African Highway Co-ordinating
was scheduled to be hsld in Kampala, Uganda, from 23 to 25 April 1975?

Adoption of the raport

92. This report was adopted at the closing meeting on 8 November 1974.
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Annex

Summary list of Highway Sections Requiring Improvements

Country Section

9 1 • Zaire

2. CAR

« Cameroon

4* Nigeria

(i) MOMBASA-LAOOS HIGHWAY

Kasindi-Kieangani

Kisangani-Bang; .asou

Bangassou—Sibut

Bangui—Bosaerab^le

Bossem"b^le-Garoua Boulai

Garoua Boulai-Jleidougou

Meidougou-Tibat i

Tibati~Foumban

Bamenda^Ekok

Ekok-Abakal iki

Total Zaire

Total CAR_

Total Caneroon

813
714

if527'

554

157

445

1.156

96
265
325

225

913

180

Total Mombasa-Lagos 3,776

1. Burundi

2,

4.

(ii) FEEDER ROADS TO MOMBASA-LAGOS HIGHWAY

Bugarama-^lkanyani 84

Rwanda

Uganda

Chad

CAIZ

Cameroon

Congo

CAH

Malawi

Zambia

Akanyaru-Kigal i

Kanombe-Kayonza

Kagitutnba- JTtnr^amo

Motmdou—Beinamar—front ier

Sido—Sibut

Frontier-Gouna (junction)

Ke11a—Bomassa

Bomassar-Salo—Berberat i

Lilongwe-Rumpi-Chiweta

K&ronga~Chitipa

Chit ipa-Tunduma

Total Rwanda

Total Malawi

160

66
■■'■■■■ in

226

20

125

325

217

95

298

449
105

554

40
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7.

8,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Country

Tanzania

Somalia

Sudan

Senegal

Mali

Upper Volta

Niger

Cameroon

Caneroon/chad

Section

Iringa-Dodonia-Arusha

GoluiOr-Gelib

Kisimaio—Liuo i

Nad Medani-lflalakal-Juba

Total feeder roads to TAH

(iii) MKAIMJDJAMENA HIGHWAY

Tambacounda-4?aye

Naye-Kayes

Ssgala-KoIoIrani

Sik&sso- Upper Volta Frontier

Fada TJ^Gourma-Gouina

Gouina-Niamey

Potokol-Maltarn—port Foureau

Bridge over Chari Eiver

Total Dakar^Idjaniena

Total Somalia

Total Mali

Length
(km)

s

580

275
225^,

500

1,335

4r399

180

105

506

40

651

169

128'

102

1,230

1.

2.

3.

4.

Senegal •*'

Guinea—Bissau

Guinea

Sierra Leone

(iv) MOUAKDBOTO-LAGOS HIGHWAY

Ziguinchor-S.

S.Domingos-Bissau

Mansaba-Bafata

Bambadincar-Saneale

Sansal e-BokeM) ubreka

Bo-Fairo

Pamelap-Mange

15

80

80

149

Total Guinea-Bissau 309

352

113

45

Total Sierra Leone 158

j/'Phe itinerarytin Senegal, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau and Guinea is to be fixed
subsequently.
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Summary list___of Highway Sections Requiring Improvements

Country Section Length

Liberia Tieni-Mano River

Tubman Bridge-KU

Total Liberia

Total Nouakchott-iagos

10

42
■■Mm

52

836

Niger

2, Upper Volta

3. Mali

(v) FEEDER ROADS TO TRANS-WEST AFRICAN HIGHWAYS

Niamey-Labgzanga
Birni-NkDnni-In Gall

Pada

Badogo-Bougouni

Gogui-lfioro du Sahel

Bla-San-Gao

Gao-Lab^zanga

Total Niger

126

322

448

141

137
75

588

212

i

t

4.

5.

6.

Guinea 3*

Senegal

Mauritania

Ganta-Kankan-Badogo

Maraou-Boundou

Boundou.-Tambacounda

Naoukohott-Kiffa
Kiffa-Gogui

Total Mali

Total Guinea

1,012

361

358

719

80

565

395

Total Mauritania 960

Total Feeder roads to Trans-Hest African Highways 3,360

GRAND TOTAL 13,651

The road oondition in Guinea will bo confirmed subsequently.


